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C-R SCALE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Roll No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Deptt/College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INSTRUCTIONS

This is a scale to have your opinions about various social issues. Kindly read each statement carefully.

If you **strongly agree** with the statement, encircle [O] the column SA.
If you **agree**, encircle [O] the column A
If you **mildly agree**, encircle [O] the column MA.
If you **mildly disagree**, encircle [O] the column MD.
If you **disagree**, encircle [O] the column D.
If you **strongly disagree**, encircle [O] the column SD.

Please do not leave any item unmarked.
I hope that you will be kind enough to lend me your full cooperation.

Thanking you,

PROMILA NATH

Research Scholar,
Department of Psychology,
Panjab University, Chandigarh.
STATEMENTS

1. It is not educationally sound to do part time jobs while studying.
2. Woman should be encouraged to have as much education as they want.
3. Only by industrialization can a country progress.
4. It is sad that many of the youth reject the traditional views.
5. Before marriage girls should be kept strictly away from the company of men.
6. We should not break the tradition of performing marriage ceremonies to the minutest detail.
7. It is most unwise to give sex education to students.
8. Technology has brought enormous changes for the better.
9. Bound to one religion one looses power of independent thinking.
10. Marriage and professional career for women can go together by making slight adjustments.
11. It is sad that ultra-modern way of life is disrupting the traditional way of life.
12. One who goes to study abroad is not loyal to his own country.
13. One can attain peace only when one has some religious faith.
14. A woman who continues to work outside the home after marriage is shirking her fundamental duty to home and children.
15. Troubles arise if the couple meets before marriage.
16. Sex education should be a part of the curriculum in educational institutions.
17. Man cannot develop fully until and unless he has faith in some religion.
18. Women are less capable than men in logical thinking.
19. People can do very well without the help of the technologists.
20. As head of the family a father should have final authority over the children.
21. God does exist and is aware of all human actions.  
22. The only purpose of education for students is to have good jobs.  
23. Technology is the main cause of mental diseases.  
24. The students are spoilt if they are sent abroad for education.  
25. Women are soft and fickle minded and should not hold high posts.  
27. Success in life depends more on luck than on real ability.  
28. It is desirable to save time and energy by doing one's work by machine rather than by hand.  
29. Technology must reach the masses.  
30. Various evils flourish in co-educational institutions.  
31. Selection of match for marriage should be left to parents only.  
32. Religious rituals should be observed with due respect.  
33. There should be complete break with the past.  
34. Religious activities are good for self purification.  
35. Too many possessions simply add to the unhappiness of the individual.  
36. Marriages between persons of different races should be socially acceptable.  
37. Sex education corrupts the minds of the students.  
38. Technology is a curse.  
39. Breaking the traditions means disrespect towards our ancestors.  
40. There should not be any restrictions on caste in marriages.
41. Technology will prove to be the ruin of man.
42. Spiritualism is a great fraud.
43. Couple should be allowed to meet each other before marriage.
44. It is insulting to borrow the educational experiences of other countries.
45. Machinery in itself is an evil.
46. Marriage and professional career for women cannot go together.
47. Marriages lose their significance if all traditional ceremonies are not performed.
48. I don't like religion as it stands in the way of new ideas.
49. It is a happy sign that women are taking up various jobs.
50. People should withdraw themselves from the worldly affairs in old age.
51. Technoical advancement is taking away the simplicity of life and is increasing tension.
52. For matrimonial decisions there is hardly any need for boy and girl to see each other when parents have seen.
53. I don't think prayer is of any use.
54. If women enter politics it will be a hindrance in their happy family life.
55. A man's station of life is ordained by God.
56. It is good to have strong traditions in education and as such it is no use trying changes in education.
57. There is no harm in getting suitable match for marriage from other castes.
58. Children should be taught to obey their parents without questioning or argument even if the parents are wrong.
59. Shortening of marriage ceremonies would mean disrespect to our ancestors.
60. Full authoritarian control in educational institutions leads to the proper growth of the students.
61. Technological advancement is taking away our independence by making us dependent on machines.

62. Every care should be taken to safeguard the traditions.

63. Religion alone can bring humanity together.

64. Motherhood and household duties should be the only focus for women.

65. I believe religion is an excellent character-building institution.

66. Parents-arranged marriages should be the pattern in our country.

67. There should be separate educational institutions for boys and girls.

68. Children should be taught early in life that India is the greatest country in the world.

69. Marriage arranged without consulting the horoscope is bound to be harmful for the couple.

70. Religion is a divine institution and deserves highest respect and loyalty.

71. God and not technologists, can improve man's lot.

72. It brings looseness in the society if the couple is allowed to meet before marriage.

73. Education means just imparting instructions to students.

74. Mere application of science and technology can make India progress fast.

75. I am of the opinion that religion is hopelessly out of date.

76. Women are the cause of ruin of men.

77. Religion should not stand in the way of inter-religious marriages.

78. Social reformers should welcome industrialization as one of their reforming agents.

79. Women should be provided equal opportunities with men in every walk of life.

80. Only machines can meet the increasing material needs of people.
81. A husband has a right to demand that his wife be obedient to him at all times.

82. Religion is doing far more harm than good.

83. Half the charm of marriages is lost if the marriage ceremonies are shortened.

84. It is complete right of the parents whether or not to send their children to schools.

85. Technological advancement is being made at the cost of human spirit.

86. It is a happy feature that Indian women are occupying key posts in various spheres.

87. Old traditions in modern times are nothing better than deadwood.

88. Mystery regarding sex should be removed through education.

89. The date of marriage should be fixed according to the suggestions of the priest.

90. Seminars and tutorials in colleges are a waste of time.

91. It is proper for parents to keep stricter control on the daughters as compared to sons.

92. A nation can depend better on spirituality.

93. Children should be taught the value of prayers from the beginning.

94. It is the highest duty of a woman to obey the word of her husband.

95. Medical scientists have been able to lengthen life and make people's lives healthier.

96. One caste is as good as other, so caste should not be a bar for marriage.

97. Co-education makes for healthy outlook.

98. It is a happy sign that traditional society in India is breaking up and is in a state of rapid transition.

99. Religion is indispensable for the moral growth of the individual.

100. Widows should lead a very simple life.
101. Every person should have a deep faith in supernatural power higher than himself.
102. We should have faith in superstitions and myths.
103. Much of our unhappiness can be attributed to the rise of machine.
104. Student life is meant for studies and there should not be any extra-curricular activities.
105. Marriage ceremonies should not be curtailed in any case.
106. Teacher should be the sole source of knowledge for students.
107. Modern life is better than the life in the past as it is founded on science and technology.
108. Civil marriages should be discouraged.
109. The idea of God is unnecessary in our enlightened age.
110. Higher education is of no practical value to women.
111. Religion is the greatest of all moral forces for individual and Government.
112. Growing contact with the West has been responsible for generating forces of reform in Indian Society.
113. Religious teachings kill the curiosity of the child.
114. Many economic problems are solved if more and more women take to jobs.
115. Astrology is a fraud.
116. It is shame to marry in a lower caste.
117. The traditional structure of society is far better than the modernized one.
118. Groups based on caste should be condemned totally.
119. Technological progress is killing moral values.
120. Rather than spend on the education of handicapped children, the money should better be spent on normal children.